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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Continuous Commissioning
® 

(CC
®
)

1
 process has been applied to the Duncan Dining 

Facility.  It is a one-story building with a basement and a mezzanine level, and is located 

on the main campus at Texas A&M University.  The total area is about 128,482 square 

feet, which consists primarily of large dining areas, commercial style kitchens and a 

bakery.  The HVAC system has five new DDC controlled single zone units and four old 

local pneumatically controlled single zone units.  The kitchen and the bakery have large 

volume hood exhausts with makeup air units providing unconditioned air.  A Siemens 

DDC controls system operates five new AHUs.   

CC activities began on February 27, 2007.  As of this report date, no CC measures had 

been implemented.  The major CC measures recommended included: 1) implementing 

AHU shut down and rotation schedules during unoccupied hours, 2) optimizing fan 

operation of the makeup air units, 3) establishing a space temperature dead band 

between heating and cooling modes during normally occupied hours, 4) optimizing the 

secondary differential pressure set point reset schedules for the hot water loop and the 

dining area chilled water loop, and 5) tuning control valve PID loops for RTUs 1A-1D.  

The baseline energy use index (EUI) was 111.4 mBtu/ft
2
-yr.  The baseline energy cost 

index (ECI) was $1.508/ft
2
-yr.  Because no CC measures had been implemented at the 

time of submittal of this report, a savings analysis involving measured pre-CC and post-

CC data was not performed.  However, based on simulation and engineering analysis, it 

was estimated that implementation of the recommended CC measures would result in a 

total savings of $34,000 per year.  This would lower the EUI to an estimated 83.4 

mBtu/ft
2
-yr, and would lower the ECI to an estimated $1.244/ft

2
-yr.  These values were 

based on a rate of $7.347/mmBtu for chilled water, $9.735/mmBtu for hot water, and 

$0.079/kWh for electricity.   

It was noted that some of the comfort issues identified previously in the building were 

addressed by the CC measures recommended.  However, it was also observed that 

several of the comfort issues could only be resolved through the suggested retrofit 

opportunities.  Additionally, eight retrofit opportunities were recommended, some as 

means to further reduce energy consumption, and some strictly to improve building 

comfort.  These items included: converting FCUs 2-4 and their respective makeup air 

fans to remote start/stop DDC control, converting outside air dampers on RTUs 1A-1D 

to DDC control, installing VFDs on RTUs 1A-1D, replacing the bakery CHW pump and 

changing associated piping, and installing space temperature sensors for RTUs 1A-1D, 

the bakery unit, FCU 2 and FCU 3.  

                                                 

1
 Continuous Commissioning and CC are registered trademarks of the Texas Engineering Experiment 

Station (TEES), the Texas A&M University System, College Station, Texas. To improve readability, the 

symbol “
®
” will sometimes be omitted. 
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BACKGROUND 

Continuous Commissioning is an ongoing process to resolve operating problems, 

improve comfort, optimize energy use and identify retrofits for existing commercial and 

institutional buildings and central plant facilities.  The Energy Systems Laboratory, 

which trademarked this process, has been under contract with the Physical Plant at Texas 

A&M University since 1997 to systematically commission the campus buildings as 

requested.  During the time period since this began, more than 70 buildings have been 

commissioned, resulting in energy savings to Texas A&M University of millions of 

dollars. For the year 2007, 25 buildings (totaling 2.5 million square feet) have been 

identified to be commissioned, including the Duncan Dining Facility.  This building was 

identified as a prime candidate for Continuous Commissioning due to its high energy 

cost per square foot and comfort problems. Commissioning began on February 27, 2007.  

SITE DESCRIPTION 

General Facility Description 

  

Figure 1.  Duncan Dining Facility Figure 2.  Building location 

The Duncan Dining Facility, pictured above in Figure 1, was originally constructed in 

1940 and is located on the main campus of Texas A&M University (see Figure 2 above).  

It is operated by Dining Services, and consists primarily of dining, food preparation 

areas, a bakery, and offices.  The building has a main floor, a basement and a mezzanine 

floor. The total area is about 128,482 square feet. When classes are in session, the 

kitchen and dining area are occupied from 6:00 AM to about 8:30 PM Monday through 

Thursday, and 6:00 AM to 2:30 PM on Fridays. The bakery operates from 2:00 AM to 

noon Monday through Friday.  Any of the areas may be open at other times for special 
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events such as banquets at off site facilities. The building underwent a major renovation 

in 2004 and five roof top air handling units were replaced in the summer of 2006. 

General HVAC System Description 

Mechanical 

The chilled water system in the building utilizes two pumping loops.  The main building 

has a 30 hp, 750 gpm pump with a VFD under EMCS control.  The main building piping 

system is a two-way variable speed flow system without a bypass. The Bakery has a 

separate, fixed speed 7.5 hp pump with ON/OFF control.  The Bakery piping system is a 

two-way fixed speed flow system without a bypass.  The heating water system in the 

building utilizes a 7.5 hp, 200 gpm pump with a VFD under EMCS control.  The piping 

system is a two-way variable speed flow system without a bypass. A summary of the 

building pumping information is shown in Table A-1 in the Appendix. 

double-island canopy

double-island 

canopy

 

NYC

wall-mounted 

canopy

 

Figure 3. Hood styles used in the building. 
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Figure 4. Types of MUA supply integrated with the hood. 

The HVAC system in the building consists of nine constant volume single zone systems 

and a commercial kitchen ventilation system.  Five of the single zone systems have DDC 

control and the other four have pneumatic control. Four of the DDC controlled units 

serve the dining area.  Each unit has a design of 4,500 cfm of outside air and a total 

supply flow of 18,000 cfm. Another DDC controlled unit serves the bakery area with a 

design of 6,125 cfm of outside air and a total supply flow of 24,500 cfm. The other four 
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pneumatically controlled units, FCUs 1-4, serve the basement, kitchen area, dishwashing 

area, and some small offices, respectively. However, the basement unit, FCU 1, is no 

longer in service. The kitchen ventilation system has 12 exhaust hoods with a total flow 

of 78,877 cfm.  These are served by nine dedicated makeup air units (MAU) with a total 

of 58,982 cfm of unconditioned air. The hood styles include double-island canopy and 

wall-mounted canopy, as shown in Figure 3. The types of MAU supply include 

perforated perimeter and face discharge types, as shown in Figure 4. Tables A-2 and A-3 

in the Appendix give an overview of the air handling units and exhaust fans comprising 

the building HVAC system, with their design information.   

Controls 

The dining area CHW pump and control valve were controlled to maintain a secondary 

loop differential pressure set point, which was reset according to dining area secondary 

CHW return temperature. The bakery CHW loop control valve was controlled to 

maintain a fixed secondary loop differential pressure setpoint. The HW pump and 

control valve were DDC controlled to maintain a fixed secondary loop differential 

pressure setpoint. 

The pre-CC operation of AHUs maintained all of the units running at all times. RTU 1A-

1D and the RTU for the bakery were DDC controlled to maintain fixed space 

temperature set points. FCUs 1-4 were pneumatically controlled to maintain fixed space 

air temperature set points. The exhaust hoods and makeup air units were controlled by an 

HOA panel. 

Energy and Comfort Baselines 

The baseline energy usage for the building before CC occurred is summarized in Table 

1.  The baseline period chosen was from August 25, 2006 to June 30, 2007. 

Table 1. Summary of annual energy use based on the baseline period 

 Annual Use Unit Cost Energy Cost 
Baseline 

Period 
Comments 

ELE 
11.698 

(kWh/ft
2
-yr) 

0.079 

($/kWh) 

0.9253  

($/ft
2
-yr) 

8/25/2006 to 

6/30/2007 

Estimated using actual data 

from 7/1/2006 to 6/30/2007. 

CHW 
47.30 

(mBtu/ft
2
-yr) 

7.347 

($/mmBtu) 

0.3475  

($/ft
2
-yr) 

8/25/2006 to 

6/30/2007 

Estimated using filled data 

from 7/1/2006 to 8/21/2006 

plus actual data during the 

baseline period. 

HHW 
24.20 

(mBtu/ft
2
-yr) 

9.735 

($/mmBtu) 

0.2356  

($/ft
2
-yr) 

8/25/2006 to 

6/30/2007 

Estimated using filled data 

from 7/1/2006 to 8/21/2006, 

8/30/2006 to 10/3/2006, and 

10/8/2006 to 10/12/2006 plus 

actual data during the other 

period to 6/30/2007. 
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The baseline energy use index (EUI) was 111.4 mBtu/ft
2
-yr.  The baseline energy cost 

index (ECI) was $1.508/ft
2
-yr.   

A number of comfort complaints in the building were brought up at the time of 

commissioning.  A general complaint was received that the south dining area tended to 

stay cool whereas the bakery area tended to stay warm. Additionally, a thermal comfort 

complaint was received from the mezzanine office area. It was also noted that the 

southeast corner of the dining area periodically developed a slight moisture film on the 

tables and floor. During the field investigation, the relative humidity in the dining areas 

was measured at up to 80%. 

CONTINUOUS COMMISSIONING ACTIVITIES 

The Continuous Commissioning process involved a thorough evaluation of current 

building conditions and operation, including field measurements, remote monitoring, 

and control review.  From the investigation performed, the causes of a number of 

problems with comfort and energy efficiency in the building were identified.  CC 

measures have been recommended to aid in allowing this building to operate more 

efficiently and to provide better comfort.  Additionally, retrofit opportunities and 

maintenance issues that were noted during the CC process have been documented.  The 

sections that follow describe the conditions found in the building at the time of CC, the 

CC measures recommended for improved building performance, and the results achieved 

thus far from those measures that have been implemented. 

Continuous Commissioning Measures 

A total of five CC measures have been identified through the CC process. These CC 

measures are summarized in Table 2, with their priorities and implementation status as 

of the report submittal date. As can be seen in the table, no CC measures had been 

implemented as of submittal of this report. Detailed findings and explanations of the 

measures are provided following the table.  

Table 2.  Recommended CC measures with priority level and implementation status. 

Number Brief CC Measure Description Priority 
Implementation 

Status 

CC1 
Implement AHU shut down and rotation schedules during 

unoccupied hours. 
High Pending 

CC2 Optimize fan operation of the makeup air units. Medium Pending 

CC3 
Establish a space temperature dead band between heating 

and cooling modes during normally occupied hours. 
High Pending 

CC4 

Optimize the secondary differential pressure set point 

reset schedules for the hot water loop and the dining area 

chilled water loop. 

High Pending 
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CC5 Tune control valve PID loops for RTUs 1A-1D. Medium Pending 

CC1. Implement AHU shut down schedule and rotation schedule during unoccupied 

hours. 

At the onset of commissioning, all AHUs were being operated continuously, with no 

shut down schedules. However, the only heavily occupied periods were during lunch and 

dinner hours and during some special events. At other times this building was lightly 

occupied or completely empty during break seasons. Table 3 illustrates the regular 

occupied hours when school is in session.   

Table 3. Duncan Occupied Hours - School In Session 

 Monday-Thursday Friday Saturday-Sunday 

Bakery 02:00-12:00 02:00-12:00 Vacant 

Kitchen 04:30-20:00 04:30-14:30 Vacant 

Dining 05:30-20:30 05:30-14:30 Vacant 

Consequently, it was recommended that RTUs 1A-1D and the bakery RTU be shut down 

during unoccupied periods (including weekends and overnight) when school is in session, 

and that SSTO be utilized to bring the units on and off. During shutdown hours, when 

the space thermostat reading is above 85°F, the AHU should be started to cool until the 

corresponding space temperature falls to 80°F; whereas, when the space thermostat 

reading is below 55°F, the AHU should be started to heat until the space temperature 

rises to 60°F. 

During school breaks such as spring break, summer break and winter break, it was also 

recommended that RTUs 1A-1D and the bakery RTU be shut down. The temperature 

control strategy would be the same as above. However, an additional rotation schedule 

for these AHUs was recommended to provide necessary air movement during long hours 

of shut down. It was suggested that if an AHU had been off for four continuous hours, it 

could be turned on for 20 minutes. 

It should be noted that the proposed building schedule should gain building proctor’s 

approval before implementation. 

CC2.  Optimize kitchen makeup air unit fan operation 

According to the building design, if all kitchen hood exhaust fans and makeup air fans 

are running, 80% of the exhausted air should come from makeup fans. However, 

because the make up air is not conditioned, the kitchen staffs often leave the makeup air 

units off during hot or cold days. Under these circumstances, more than 80% of the 
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exhaust air was estimated to come from the conditioned air of the Dining area AHUs and 

FCU 3, wasting energy. This caused the building pressure to be very negative, resulting 

in significant outside air infiltration. 

Two options were presented for consideration to save energy: 

Option 1: The building proctor can “mandate” kitchen staff to turn on the makeup air fan 

whenever the corresponding exhaust hood is turned on. As an alternative small retrofit 

solution, key controlled H-O-A switches can be installed on the makeup air starter 

panels to assure the individual makeup air units operate when their respective exhaust 

hoods are turned on.  

Option 2: Current Commercial Kitchen Ventilation (CKV) practice recommends that  

kitchen makeup air be conditioned to within 10°F of the kitchen space temperature 

(International Mechanical Code 508.1.1), or be limited to less than 60% of the exhaust 

hood air flow when the introduction of replacement air decreases kitchen comfort.  A 

retrofit opportunity to condition makeup air to within 10°F of the kitchen will be 

presented in a later section (see retrofit measure R4).  An alternative to these would be to 

reduce air flow from each makeup air unit to 50% of the flow from its respective exhaust 

fan, and to maintain the interlocks between makeup air units and exhaust fans. 

CC3.  Establish a space temperature dead band between heating and cooling modes 

during normally occupied hours 

At the onset of commissioning, the bakery RTU operated at a 65°F space temperature set 

point, while the four dining area units, RTUs 1A-1D, operated at a 70°F space 

temperature set point.  This control would often result in unnecessary energy usage. 

Additionally, the fluctuation of space temperatures sometimes caused the unit to need to 

alternatively heat and cool throughout the day, as shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Single temperature setpoint control 

It was recommended that a space temperature set point dead band be implemented for 

these units so that both CHW and HHW valves may stay closed until the space 
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temperature exceeds the dead band. During occupied mode, the temperature dead band 

for the bakery unit and RTUs 1A-1D could be set at 75°F for cooling and 70°F for 

heating. 

CC4.  Optimize the secondary differential pressure set point reset schedules for the hot 

water loop and the dining area chilled water loop. 

At the onset of commissioning, the hot water secondary differential pressure set point 

(DPSP) was fixed at 15 psi, which could not fully capture the VFD energy saving 

potential because of the excess pressure drop it caused across valves. The dining area 

chilled water DPSP was reset based on dining area chilled water return temperature, and 

the control sequence attempted to maintain the return water temperature between 53°F 

and 55°F.  The dining area chilled water loop was a two-way loop, and the RTU control 

valve was modulated to maintain the space temperature set point, which in turn would 

affect the return water temperature. This setup was causing a conflict in control 

sequences.   

It was recommended that the building hot water secondary DPSP be reset based on the 

HHW valve position of RTUs 1A-1D and the bakery RTU, and that the dining area 

chilled water secondary DPSP be reset based on the position of the CHW valves of 

RTUs 1A-1D.  The valves should be sampled periodically, such as every 5 minutes, to 

determine their position, and the differential pressure set point should be raised or 

lowered, for example 0.5 psi each time, to maintain the maximum open valve between 

80 and 90 percent open.  The upper and lower limits for the building hot water secondary 

differential pressure should be 12 and 3 psi respectively; whereas the limits for the 

dining chilled water secondary differential pressure should be 18 psi to 8 psi.  

CC5.  Tune control valve PID loops for RTUs 1A-1D. 

It was noted during the field investigation that there was a significant delay between the 

times when a control valve changed position and when the result was sensed by the unit 

return air sensor. Often, due to long system response times, the units would continue to 

heat after the temperature was above its set point, or continue to cool after the 

temperature had fallen below its set point. It was therefore recommended that the valve 

PID loops be tuned properly to eliminate this problem.  In a later section of this report, a 

recommendation for the installation of space temperature sensors will be discussed (see 

retrofit measure R5).  If this is done, it is recommended that the loops be tuned after the 

installation of the new sensors.  

Continuous Commissioning Results 

Savings Analysis 

Because no CC measures had been implemented at the time of submittal of this report, a 

savings analysis involving measured pre-CC and post-CC data was not performed.  
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However, based on simulation and engineering analysis, it was estimated that 

implementation of the recommended CC measures would result in a total savings of 

$34,000 per year. This would lower the EUI from 111.4 mBtu/ft
2
-yr to an estimated 83.4 

mBtu/ft
2
-yr, and would lower the ECI from $1.508/ft

2
-yr to an estimated $1.244/ft

2
-yr.  

These values are based on a rate of $7.347/mmBtu for chilled water, $9.735/mmBtu for 

hot water, and $0.079/kWh for electricity.    

Comfort Improvements 

One of the primary objectives of Continuous Commissioning is to improve occupant 

comfort levels in buildings. As noted, the comfort issues that this building experienced 

before commissioning included dining areas staying cool, the Bakery area staying warm, 

and mezzanine offices warm in the summer and cool in the winter. The cold complaints 

in the dining areas were found to be related to the temperature sensor location. The 

recommendation of installing the space temperature sensors (Retrofit measure R5) 

should eliminate the cold complaints. The bakery area warm complaints were found to 

be related to insufficient bakery CHW pump head. Retrofit measure R6 should help 

eliminate those complaints. The mezzanine office thermal comfort complaints were 

found to be related to the CHW control valve being disconnected. The maintenance 

requested should eliminate those complaints.  

MAINTENANCE ISSUES AND RETROFIT OPPORTUNITIES 

Observed Maintenance Related Issues 

During the CC process several maintenance related issues have been observed that 

potentially waste energy, cause comfort problems, and sometimes prevent certain CC 

measures from being implemented. In order to improve building comfort and maximize 

potential energy savings, it has been recommended that these issues be addressed. These 

issues are summarized in Table 4 with priorities and implementation status as of the 

report submittal date.  

Table 4.  Observed Maintenance Related Issues 

# Maintenance Related Issues Priority 
Implementation 

Status 

1 

Calibrate temperature and pressure sensors of the HHW system, 

including: DUNCAN.HWPSP, DUNCAN.HWPRP, 

DUNCAN.HWSSP, DUNCAN.HWSRP, DUNCAN.HWPST, 

DUNCAN.HWPRT, DUNCAN.HWSST, DUNCAN.HWSRT 

1 4/24/2007 

2 

The starters for RTU 1A, 1B, 1C & 1D all have a problem.  The 

RTUs will run under automatic control only when the respective 

starter HOA is in the Hand position.  They will not run with the 

HOAs in Auto 

2 6/21/2007 

3 
Starter for AHU 1D tripped out occasionally. This needs to be 

checked. 
1 5/2/2007 
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4 
OA dampers on Bakery AHU and AHU 1C could not be fully 

opened. Need to be repaired. 
2 4/11/2007 

5 AHU-4 CHW valve & actuator needs to be replaced. 2 6/26/2007 

6 FCU 3 has a noisy fan bearing. 3 6/6/2007 

7 
The steam regulator is excessively noisy and may have an internal 

leak. 
3 NA 

8 Reconnect return air damper linkage of FCU3 2 NA 

9 Fix control air to FCU3 OA damper and RA damper actuator 2 6/1/2007 

10 Tighten or replace loose fan belt on MAU 3 3 4/10/2007 

11 Clean return air grills on all the rooftop units serving dinning area. 1 4/10/2007 

12 EF3 Belt needs replacement 1 4/17/2007 

13 
Get FCU 2 OAD operational and add a condensate drain from the 

low spot on the pan so it doesn’t rust any more than it has. 
2 7/3/2007 

14 

GET FCU 3 OAD operational and install a vented P-trap on the 

condensate line to prevent flooding when the unit is off for 

maintenance. 

2 7/3/2007 

15 
The bakery make up air unit nearest the pot ware room is not 

working 
1 7/10/2007 

16 
The make up air unit 1 runs with the starter HOA in hand or auto 

position regardless of whether EF1 is running or not 
2 6/8/2007 

17 
The fan shaft needs to be repaired or replaced for RTU-1C. Unit 

was shut off to prevent further damage. 
1 7/17/2007 

18 FCU3 - bad motor pulley & replace belts 1 7/3/2007 

19 move t-stat in Yves office to receptionist office 2 7/3/2007 

20 repair turning vane in FCU3 2 7/3/2007 

21 
FCU 2 OAD - add a condensate drain from the low spot on the 

pan so it doesn’t rust any more than it has. 
2 8/21/2007 

22 
FCU 3 OAD - install a vented P-trap on the condensate line to 

prevent flooding when the unit is off for maintenance. 
2 8/17/2007 

23 Installed egg-crate return air grid for FCU 3 2 7/16/2007 

24 
FCU 2 OAD - add an EP to close the OAD when the fan is off & 

add freeze protection 
2 Pending 

25 
FCU 3 OAD - add an EP to close the OAD when the fan is off & 

add freeze protection 
2 Pending 
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Potential Energy Retrofit and Capital Improvement Opportunities 

As a by-product of the CC process, potential retrofit opportunities have been identified 

which would potentially achieve extra energy savings in addition to the above 

recommended CC measures. The potential retrofit opportunity items are summarized in 

Table 5 with purpose, estimated cost, savings and payback. A detailed explanation of the 

measures is also provided in this section. 

Table 5.  List of Potential Retrofit Items 

No 

# 

Brief 

Description 
Purpose 

Est. 

Cost 

($) 

Est. 

Savings 

($/yr) 

Est. 

Payback 

(Years) 

Type of 

Item 

R1 
Convert FCU2, 3 and 4 to 

remote start/stop DDC control. 
Save energy $6,000 $7,500 0.8 

Energy 

Retrofit 

R2 
Convert RTUs 1A-1D outside 

air dampers to DDC control. 
Save energy $5,000 $3,400 1.7 

Energy 

Retrofit 

R3 Install VFDs on RTUs-1A-1D. Save energy $24,000 $5,000 4.4 
Energy 

Retrofit 

R4 

 

Convert kitchen makeup air 

units (MUA) to air-conditioned 

MUA 

 

Save energy 

 

$32,000 

 

$2,000 

 

16.0 

Capital 

Improvement 

R5 

Install space temperature 

sensors for RTUs 1A- 1D and 

the bakery RTU. 

Save energy 

& improve 

thermal 

comfort 

$1,200 $1,200 1.0 
Energy 

Retrofit 

R6 

Replace Bakery CHW pump 

with larger motor and pump 

and connect it in parallel with 

the other one. 

improve 

thermal 

comfort 

$15,000 / / 
Capital 

Improvement 

R7 
Install space temperature 

sensors for FCU-2. 

Save energy 

& improve 

thermal 

comfort 

$300 $400 0.8 
Energy 

Retrofit 

R8 
Install space temperature 

sensors for FCU-3. 

Improve 

thermal 

comfort 

$300 / / 
Capital 

Improvement 

R1. Convert FCU2, 3 and 4 to remote start/stop digital control. 

These fan coil units had existing pneumatic controls.  They were not monitored by the 

Apogee system, nor did they have time clocks.  Consequently, they run 24 hours a day, 

seven days a week.  It was recommended that the fan coil units be converted to remote 

start/stop digital control, connected to the Apogee system, and operated with the same 
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shutdown schedule as the five roof top units (RTUs 1A-1D and bakery RTU). The total 

estimated annual savings were about $7,500 at an implementation cost of $6,000. 

R2. Convert RTUs 1A-1D outside air dampers to DDC control. 

At the onset of commissioning, the four RTUs 1A-1D outside air dampers have been set 

manually at the fixed minimum outside air intake position. However, in the field, it was 

found that the outside air intake accounts for almost half the total airflow, or about 

35%~50%, which was about twice the design and much more than the demand. 

It was recommended that the outside air dampers be converted to DDC control and be 

enabled to modulate between fully open and fully closed. Considering that the 

occupancy level in the dining area has a strong correlation with time of the day, a simple 

damper position reset schedule based on time of the day can be implemented. The total 

estimated annual savings for this measure were $3,400 at an implementation cost of 

$5,000. 

R3. Reduce the RTUs 1A-1D discharge fan speed during lightly occupied times. 

RTUs 1A-1D had constant speed fans (15 hp each) and served the dining area.  The 

dining area was lightly occupied except during meal times; therefore, to save energy, a 

reduction of the discharge fan speed was recommended.  It is recommended that a VFD 

be installed for each unit in order to control the AHU discharge fan speed according to 

space demand. The retrofit opportunity also makes dehumidification possible and 

improves thermal comfort. The total estimated annual savings for this measure were 

$5,000 at an implementation cost of $24,000. 

R4. Optimize makeup air fan operation  

Nine makeup air fans, totaling 58,982 cfm and 18.5 hp, were designed to provide 

unconditioned makeup air to the kitchen and bakery exhaust hoods.  The present kitchen 

ventilation system has manual H-O-A switches on the kitchen motor control panel.  The 

“Automatic” position starts the respective makeup air unit when the exhaust unit starts. 

However, the kitchen staffs often leave the makeup air units off since the air is untreated.  

Under this condition, it is estimated that over 80% of the exhaust air was made-up by 

conditioned air from the dining area RTUs and FCU 3 resulting in wasted energy. If the 

building proctor “mandates” kitchen staff to turn on the makeup air fans whenever the 

corresponding exhaust hood is turned on, it would be energy-efficient, but at the cost of 

the thermal comfort of the staff. 

According to the International Mechanical Code 508.1.1, makeup air is required to be 

conditioned to within 10°F of the kitchen space, except when introducing replacement 

air does not decrease kitchen comfort. Therefore, a relief opportunity to consider 

consists of turning off the makeup air unit only when the outside air dry bulb 

temperature is above 85°F or below 60°F.  
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A retrofit opportunity to consider consists of installing a heating coil and a cooling coil 

in the makeup air units using HHW/CHW return pipes from the nearest place as the 

supply for makeup air units. Then, it was recommended that these makeup air units 

CHW control valves be controlled to maintain a discharge air temperature setpoint of 

85°F whereas the HHW control valves should be modulated to maintain a discharge air 

temperature setpoint of 60°F.  The total annual savings for this retrofit were estimated to 

be $2,000 at an implementation cost of $32,000. 

R5. Install space temperature sensors for RTUs 1A-1D and the bakery RTU. 

 

Figure 6. Dining area AHU system sketch 
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Figure 7. Temperature trend of two dining AHUs 

At the onset of commissioning, return air temperature sensors that were used to control 

the CHW/HHW valves for RTUs 1A-1D were located at the entrances of the return air 

ducts that lead up to the ceiling. Significant differences of about 2°F~7°F were noted 

between the field measured space temperatures and the temperature sensor readings. The 

result was poor temperature control because the control point did not represent the actual 

space temperature. Additionally, the return air intake of each two AHUs serving the 

same large dining area were in very close proximity, as shown in Figure 6. So the two 
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AHUs control operation almost was based on the same return air. And the temperature 

sensors reading had a hard time accordant completely even for the same air. Under this 

circumstance, when the cooling/heating temperature dead band were not implemented, 

the existing operation may result in one AHU cooling whereas the other AHU heating 

simultaneously as shown in Figure 7, which also caused thermal comfort problems in the 

dining area. 

It was recommended that new space temperature sensors be installed in the space and be 

used to control their corresponding AHUs. The total estimated annual savings for this 

retrofit were $1,200 at an implementation cost of $1,200. 

R6. Replace bakery CHW pump and change associated piping. 

At the onset of commissioning, the constant speed bakery CHW pump (7.5 hp) served 

the bakery RTU while the variable speed (VFD) dining CHW pump (30 hp) served 

RTUs 1A-1D and FCU 2-4. The two CHW pump loops were in parallel and connected 

to the main campus CHW loop. However, the Bakery CHW pump head was much less 

than the dining CHW pump head. This often caused the dining CHW pump to fight the 

bakery pump. Additionally, it was found when the dining CHW pump was turned off, 

the bakery CHW pump can not always provide enough chilled water for the bakery RTU 

due to the insufficient head. Consequently, the bakery RTU often had insufficient chilled 

water supply in the summer and fall, which resulted in Bakery area warm complaints. 

It was recommended to replace the bakery CHW pump with a constant speed pump and 

motor with rated 700 gpm flow and 100 ft head, which should have the same design as 

the existing VFD pump serving the dining area.  The associated piping should be 

changed so that both pumps are installed in parallel to serve both the dining area and 

bakery area.  The existing VFD pump would be controlled to provide CHW for the 

entire building all the time.  The new constant speed pump would be activated only 

when the VFD pump is fully or almost fully loaded or when the VFD pump needs to be 

shut down for maintenance.  The estimated implementation cost is $15,000. 

R7. Install space temperature sensors for FCU 2. 

FCU 2 was pneumatically controlled and served the dishwashing area. It was noted 

during the field investigation that the space temperature sensor located on the outside 

hallway wall was disconnected. As a result, the CHW control valve stayed completely 

open at all times, which often caused overcooling in the dishwashing area.  

It was recommended that a space temperature sensor be installed in the dishwashing area 

and that the sensor be used to control the CHW/HHW valves of FCU 2. The estimated 

annual savings from this measure were $400 at an implementation cost of $300. 
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R8. Install space temperature sensors for FCU 3. 

FCU 3 was pneumatically controlled and served the kitchen area. It was noted that the 

return air temperature sensor located before the filter in the mixed air stream was used to 

control the HHW control valve. Additionally, it was noted that there was no return air 

ducts in the kitchen ceiling.  The return air of this AHU was a mixture of the ceiling air 

and the marketplace return air. The result of this situation was bad temperature control 

because the control point didn’t represent the actual kitchen space temperature. It was 

recommended that a space temperature sensor be installed in the kitchen space, and that 

the sensor be used to control the HHW valve of FCU 3, and another sensor in the unit be 

used to maintain the discharge off the CHW valve at 55°F.  The estimated 

implementation cost is $300. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Duncan Dining Facility has been a part of the A&M system since 1912. High 

energy consumption and comfort problems in the building made it a good candidate for 

Continuous Commissioning.  Thus far none of the five recommended CC measures has 

been implemented in the building.  It was predicted that implementation of the proposed 

CC measures would save $34,000 per year.  This would lower the EUI from 111.4 

mBtu/ft
2
-yr to an estimated 83.4 mBtu/ft

2
-yr, and would lower the ECI from $1.508/ft

2
-

yr to an estimated $1.244/ft
2
-yr.  These values are based on a rate of $7.347/mmBtu for 

chilled water, $9.735/mmBtu for hot water, and $0.079/kWh for electricity.  

Additionally, eight potential retrofits were recommended that were aimed at eliminating 

the remaining comfort issues in the building and improving energy efficiency.  After 

complete implementation of these measures, better energy efficiency will occur in the 

building, as well as an increase in the productivity of occupants who will be more 

comfortable in their working environment.  A number of maintenance issues have been 

identified throughout the commissioning process, a majority of which have been 

corrected.  It is highly recommended that the pending maintenance issues be resolved 

and the pending CC measures be implemented as quickly and as completely as possible 

to maximize the value of the Continuous Commissioning of this building, and most 

importantly, to maximize energy savings and comfort levels in the building.  In this way, 

the Texas A&M University campus can move forward in its quest for energy efficiency, 

and the Continuous Commissioning process will have been beneficial in aiding in this 

endeavor. 
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APPENDIX A – HVAC AS-BUILT INFORMATION 

 

Table A - 1.  Building pumping information 

 
Building CHW 

System 
Bakery CHW System HW System 

Number of pumps 1 1 1 

Pump control source Apogee Apogee Apogee 

Pump speed control VFD Fixed VFD 

Pump speed control  method ΔP  ΔP 

Bldg Valve control  method ΔP ΔP ΔP 

Piping system type 

Two way 

variable speed 

without bypass 

Two way fixed speed 

without bypass 

Two way variable speed 

without bypass 

Control valve type DDC DDC DDC 

Nameplate GPM 700 / 200 

Nameplate Head (ft) 100 NA NA 

Nameplate HP 30 7.5 7.5 

Nameplate RPM 3525 1725 1745 

Table A - 2.  HVAC system AHU airflow design information 

Unit 
Design Maximum 

Supply CFM 

Design Maximum 

OA CFM 

Motor 

HP 
Service 

RTU-1A 18,000 4,500 15 Dining Area NW 

RTU-1B 18,000 4,500 15 Dining Area NE 

RTU-1C 18,000 4,500 15 Dining Area SW 

RTU-1D 18,000 4,500 15 Dining Area SE 

RTU-Bakery 24,500 6,125 30 Bakery Area 

FCU 2 18,000 2,100 10 Dishware 

FCU 3 19,150 5,000 10 Serving/Kitchen 

FCU 4 1,600 0 1 Offices/Locker rooms 

Total 135,250 31,225 111 Duncan 

Table A - 3.  Exhaust fans and makeup air unit design specifications 

EF # EF CFM HP MUA # MUA CFM HP Serves 

EF-1 9,876 2     MUA-1 7,900 2 Kettle 

EF-2 11,334 7 1/2 
MUA-2 13602 3 Double Island 

EF-3 5,667 7 1/2 

EF-4 1,800 1     MUA-3 1,440 1 Potware 

EF-5 1,800  1/2 / / / Three restrooms 

EF-6 10,600 7 1/2 
MUA-4 16500 5 Fry Line 

EF-7 9,300 7 1/2 

EF-8 4,200 2     MUA-5A 3,360  3/4 East Service Line 

EF-9 4,200 2     MUA-5B 3,360  3/4 West Service Line 
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EF-10 10,600 7 1/2 MUA-6 5,240 3 Center Service Line 

EF-11 3,600 1     MUA-7 2,880 1 Dishware 

EF-Bakery 5,900 1     MUA-Bakery 4,700 2 Bakery 

Total 78,877 47     Total 58,982 18 1/2 / 
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APPENDIX B – FIELD MEASUREMENT RECORDS  

AHU Information            AHU Name/Number: _____FCU-2____  Type:___________ 

Service Area: ___________________________________________________________ 

 

AIR-SIDE MEASUREMENTS     

POSITION 
FLOW 

(CFM) 

TEMP. 

(°F) 

PRESS.  

(in H2O) 

PRESS. 

(in H2O)* 
VFD FAN SPEED 

1  72.8 -0.45  Supply   

2  72.8 -0.52 -0.07 Return   

3  71.8 -1.08 -0.56 Exhaust   

4  72.4 +0.39 +1.47   

5           

6           

7           

8           

 9           

* Note: Pressures are relative to the mechanical room   

       

WATER-SIDE MEASUREMENTS  

LOCATION TEMPERATURE PRESSURE 

CHWS     

CHWR     

HHWS     

HHWR     

CHW 

VALVE 
% OPEN  

HHW 

VALVE 
% OPEN  

 

2 3 4 
OA 

RA 
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AHU Information            AHU Name/Number: _____FCU-3 _____  Type: ________ 

Service Area: __________________________________________________________ 

 

 

AIR-SIDE MEASUREMENTS     

POSITION 
FLOW 

(CFM) 

TEMP. 

(°F) 

PRESS.  

(in H2O) 

PRESS. 

(in H2O)* 
VFD FAN SPEED 

1  1450 74.3 -0.13 N/A Supply   

2   72.5 -0.13 0 Return   

3   72.5 -0.20 -0.07 Exhaust   

4   61.3 -1.20 -1.0   

5   62.5 0.32 1.52   

6  9400 62.5 0.30 -0.02   

7           

8           

9       

* Note: Pressures are relative to the mechanical room   

       

WATER-SIDE MEASUREMENTS  

LOCATION TEMPERATURE PRESSURE 

CHWS     

CHWR     

HHWS     

HHWR     

CHW 

VALVE 
% OPEN  

HHW 

VALVE 
% OPEN  

1 2 3 4 
OA 

RA 

6 
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AHU Information            AHU Name/Number: _____FCU-4_____  Type: _________ 

Service Area: __________________________________________________________ 

 

 

AIR-SIDE MEASUREMENTS     

POSITION 
FLOW 

(CFM) 

TEMP. 

(°F) 

PRESS.  

(in H2O) 

PRESS. 

(in H2O)* 
VFD FAN SPEED 

1  76.3 -0.13 N/A Supply   

2  76.3 -0.22 -0.09 Return   

3  66.4 -1.16 -0.94 Exhaust   

4  67.6 +0.16 +1.32   

5  1010 67.9 +0.07 -0.09   

6           

7           

8           

 9           

* Note: Pressures are relative to the mechanical room   

       

WATER-SIDE MEASUREMENTS  

LOCATION TEMPERATURE PRESSURE 

CHWS     

CHWR     

HHWS     

HHWR     

CHW 

VALVE 
% OPEN  

HHW 

VALVE 
% OPEN  

 

1 2 3 4 
RA 
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AHU Information            AHU Name/Number: ____RTU-1A_____  Type: _________ 

Service Area: ___________________________________________________________ 

 

C

C

Pre-Heat

R.A.

O.A.

1 2 3 4 5

 

C

C

S

R

1

2

3

      S

R

1

2

3

C

H

 
AIR-SIDE MEASUREMENTS 

POSITION 
FLOW 

(CFM) 

TEMP. 

(°F) 

PRESS.  

(in H2O) 

PRESS. 

(in H2O)* 
VFD FAN SPEED 

1  67.6 -0.16  Supply  18,000 

2  67.6 -0.42  Return   

3  74.9 -0.55  Outside  4,500 

4  74.9 -1.28    

5  76.5 0.09    

6       

7           

8           

 9           

* Note: Pressures are relative to the mechanical room   

WATER-SIDE MEASUREMENTS 

CHW COIL HHW COIL 

POSITIO

N 
TEMP. (°F) PRESS. (psi) POSITION TEMP. (°F) PRESS. (psi) 

1  69 1  45 

2  61 2  44 

3  58 3  44 
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AHU Information            AHU Name/Number: ___RTU-1B_____  Type: __________ 

Service Area: ___________________________________________________________ 

C

C

Pre-Heat

R.A.

O.A.

1 2 3 4 5

 

C

C

S

R

1

2

3

      S

R

1

2

3

C

H

 

AIR-SIDE MEASUREMENTS 

POSITION 
FLOW 

(CFM) 

TEMP. 

(°F) 

PRESS.  

(in H2O) 

PRESS. 

(in H2O)* 
VFD FAN SPEED 

1  71.5 -0.31  Supply 18,000  

2  71.5 -0.39  Return   

3  75.1 -0.56  Outside  4,500 

4  76.2 -1.23    

5  78.9 0.39    

6       

7           

8           

 9           

* Note: Pressures are relative to the mechanical room   

WATER-SIDE MEASUREMENTS 

CHW COIL HHW COIL 

POSITIO

N 
TEMP. (°F) PRESS. (psi) POSITION TEMP. (°F) PRESS. (psi) 

1  65 1  45 

2  59 2  44 

3  56 3  43 
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AHU Information            AHU Name/Number: ____RTU-1C_____  Type: __________ 

Service Area: _____ ______________________________________________________ 

C

C

Pre-Heat

R.A.

O.A.

1 2 3 4 5

 

C

C

S

R

1

2

3

      S

R

1

2

3

C

H

 

 

AIR-SIDE MEASUREMENTS 

POSITION 
FLOW 

(CFM) 

TEMP. 

(°F) 

PRESS.  

(in H2O) 

PRESS. 

(in H2O)* 
VFD FAN SPEED 

1  72.5 -0.30  Supply 18,000  

2  72.5 -0.48  Return   

3  74.0 -0.66  Outside  4,500 

4  63.5 -1.38    

5  65.6 0.30    

6       

* Note: Pressures are relative to the mechanical room   

WATER-SIDE MEASUREMENTS 

CHW COIL HHW COIL 

POSITIO

N 
TEMP. (°F) PRESS. (psi) POSITION TEMP. (°F) PRESS. (psi) 

1  63.5 1  43.5 

2  55.5 2  43 

3  51.5 3  42 
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AHU Information            AHU Name/Number: ____RTU-1D_____  Type: _________ 

Service Area: __________________________________________________________ 

C

C

Pre-Heat

R.A.

O.A.

1 2 3 4 5

 

C

C

S

R

1

2

3

      S

R

1

2

3

C

H

 

AIR-SIDE MEASUREMENTS 

POSITION 
FLOW 

(CFM) 

TEMP. 

(°F) 

PRESS.  

(in H2O) 

PRESS. 

(in H2O)* 
VFD FAN SPEED 

1  59.9 -0.14  Supply  18,000 

2  59.9 -0.43  Return   

3  77.1 -0.53  Outside  4,500 

4  77.3 -1.28    

5  77.3 0.11    

6       

7           

8           

 9           

* Note: Pressures are relative to the mechanical room   

WATER-SIDE MEASUREMENTS 

CHW COIL HHW COIL 

POSITIO

N 
TEMP. (°F) PRESS. (psi) POSITION TEMP. (°F) PRESS. (psi) 

1  62 1  52 

2  55 2  50 

3  53 3  47 
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AHU Information            AHU Name/Number: __RTU-Bakery____  Type: _________ 

Service Area: ___________________________________________________________ 

C

C

Pre-Heat

R.A.

O.A. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 

C

C

S

R

1

2

3

      S

R

1

2

3

C

H

 

 

AIR-SIDE MEASUREMENTS 

POSITION 
FLOW 

(CFM) 

TEMP. 

(°F) 

PRESS.  

(in H2O) 

PRESS. 

(in H2O)* 
VFD FAN SPEED 

1  68.9 -0.74  Supply  24,500 

2  68.9 -0.96  Return   

3  68.9 -1.12  Outside  6,125 

4  68.9 -1.28    

5  70.5 -1.34    

6  55.7 -1.90    

7   58.3  1.88     

* Note: Pressures are relative to the mechanical room   

WATER-SIDE MEASUREMENTS 

CHW COIL HHW COIL 

POSITIO

N 
TEMP. (°F) PRESS. (psi) POSITION TEMP. (°F) PRESS. (psi) 

1  73 1  46 

2  70 2  44 

3  69 3  Not Available 
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WATER LOOP INFORMATION   Service:   CHW   □ HW    

Single Line Pump & Pipe Line Connection Diagram: (include differential pressure sensor position, 

temperature sensor position, automatic valve position, building bypass and coil bypass). 

PressPress

Temp

Temp

Press

Temp

Press

Temp
Press

Temp
Press

Temp

Temp

Meter

Duncan CCW Piping Diagram

V

F

D

1

2

65.0 psi

54.3 
o
F

53.5 
o
F

69.8 
o
F

46.0 
o
F

45.3 
o
F

63.5 psi

98.0 psi

104.0 psi

65.5 psi

Dining

Bakery

Bakery

 

LOOP SIDE MEASUREMENTS 

LOCATION TEMPERATURE (
o
F) PRESSURE (psi) COMMENTS 

Primary Supply  46.0 65.5    

Primary Return  54.3  65.0   

Bakery Secondary 

Supply  45.3  104 

  

Bakery Secondary 

Return  69.8  98 

  

Dining Secondary 

Supply Not Available Not Available 

 

Dining Secondary 

Return 53.5 63.5 

 

 

PUMPS AND VALVE POSITIONS:  

#1  □ CONSTANT X VFD Running: □ Yes  □ No Speed  30 hp 

#2  X CONSTANT □ VFD Running: □ Yes  □ No Speed 7.5 hp  

VALVE 
POSITION  COMMENTS: 

  CONDITION  
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WATER LOOP INFORMATION   Service:  □CHW    HW    

Single Line Pump & Pipe Line Connection Diagram: (include differential pressure sensor position, 

temperature sensor position, automatic valve position, building bypass and coil bypass). 

Temp

Press

To Bakery 

AHU

Press
Temp

Mete

r

Temp
Press

Duncan HHW Piping Diagram

1

114.8 
o
F113.9 

o
F

130.1 
o
F

131.8 
o
F

47.5 psi

63.0 psi

Secondary

51.0 psi 44.5 psi

 

LOOP SIDE MEASUREMENTS 

LOCATION TEMPERATURE (
o
F) PRESSURE (psi) COMMENTS 

Primary 

Supply  131.8 47.5  

  

Primary 

Return  114.8 44.5 

  

Secondary 

Supply  130.1 63.0 

  

Secondary 

Return  113.9 51.0 

  

 

PUMPS AND VALVE POSITIONS:  

#1  □ CONSTANT X VFD Running: □ Yes  □ No Speed   

VALVE 
POSITION  COMMENTS: 

  CONDITION  
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APPENDIX C – PRE-CC CONTROL SETTINGS 

Table A - 4.  Pre-CC AHU control set points. 

AHU 

Temperature Control 

PH/HW Control Valve CHW Control Valve 

RTU-1A loop control (space temp.:70F) loop control (space temp.:70F) 

RTU-1B loop control (space temp.:70F) loop control (space temp.:70F) 

RTU-1C loop control (space temp.:70F) loop control (space temp.:70F) 

RTU-1D loop control (space temp.:70F) loop control (space temp.:70F) 

RTU-Bakery loop control (space temp.:65F) loop control (space temp.:65F) 

FCU-2 local control (space temp.:70F) local control (space temp.:70F) 

FCU-3 local control (space temp.:70F) Local control (discharge temp.:55F) 

FCU-4 local control (space temp.:70F) local control (space temp.:70F) 
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APPENDIX D – PRE-CC CONTROL PROGRAMMING 

5/3/2007                      Texas A&M University                      04:47 PM 

                                Panel PPCL Report 
  

Line Range: 1 - 32767 

  
Panel System Name:       DUNCAN Node 01 

Program Name:            DUNCAN PPCL 01 

  
E     1000  C DINING 

ET    1010  $LOC1 = "DUNCAN.DCHWSSP" - "DUNCAN.DCHWSRP" 

ET    1015  C $LOC10 = "DUNCAN.BCHWSSP" - "DUNCAN.BCHWSRP" 
ET    1020  TIMAVG("DUNCAN.DDDP",3,5,$LOC1) 

ET    1030  SAMPLE(300) GOTO 1050 

ET    1040  GOTO 1110 
E     1050  $LOC2 = 0 

E     1060  IF("DUNCAN.DCHWSRT" .LT. 53) THEN $LOC2 = -(0.5) 

E     1070  IF("DUNCAN.DCHWSRT" .GT. 55) THEN $LOC2 = 1 
E     1080  $LOC3 = "DUNCAN.DDDPSP" + $LOC2 

E     1090  MIN($LOC4,$LOC3,20) 

E     1100  MAX("DUNCAN.DDDPSP",$LOC4,10) 
ET    1110  LOOP(128,"DUNCAN.DDDP","DUNCAN.DDLOC1","DUNCAN.DDDPSP",750,1 

            5,0,1,50.0,0.0,100.0,0) 

ET    1120  TABLE("DUNCAN.DDLOC1","DUNCAN.DDP1VF",25,0,100,10) 
ET    1130  IF("DUNCAN.DDP1SS" .EQ. PRFON .OR. "DUNCAN.DDP1SS") THEN SET 

            (10.0,"DUNCAN.DDFCV") ELSE TABLE("DUNCAN.DDLOC1","DUNCAN.DDFCV",0, 

            0,25,10) 
ET    1140  ON("DUNCAN.DDP1SS","DUNCAN.DBP1SS") 

ET    2000  C BAKERY 

ET    2010  SAMPLE(300) GOTO 2030 
ET    2020  GOTO 2090 

E     2030  $LOC2 = 0 

E     2040  IF("DUNCAN.BCHWSRT" .LT. 52) THEN $LOC2 = -(0.5) 
E     2050  IF("DUNCAN.BCHWSRT" .GT. 54) THEN $LOC2 = 1 

E     2060  $LOC3 = "DUNCAN.DBDPSP" + $LOC2 

E     2070  MIN($LOC4,$LOC3,10) 
E     2080  MAX("DUNCAN.DBDPSP",$LOC4,1) 

ET    2090  "DUNCAN.DBDP" = "DUNCAN.BCHWSSP" - "DUNCAN.BCHWSRP" 

ET    2100  C TIMAVG("DUNCAN.DBDP",3,5,$LOC10) 
ET    2110  LOOP(0,"DUNCAN.DBDP","DUNCAN.DBFCV","DUNCAN.DBDPSP",35,3,1,1 

            ,5,0.0,10.0,0) 

ET    3000  C HOT WATER SEQUENCE 
ET    3010  $LOC11 = "DUNCAN.HWSSP" - "DUNCAN.HWSRP" 

ET    3020  TIMAVG("DUNCAN.AHWDP",1,3,$LOC11) 

ET    3030  LOOP(128,"DUNCAN.AHWDP",$LOC5,"DUNCAN.DDHHWDPSP",750,25,0,1, 
            75.0,0.0,100.0,0) 

ET    3040  TABLE($LOC5,"DUNCAN.HWPVF",50,0,100,10) 

ET    3050  TABLE($LOC5,"DUNCAN.HWRV",0,10,50,0) 
ET    3060  ON("DUNCAN.HWPSS") 

ET    10000 GOTO 1010 

 
======================RTU 1A================================= 

00010 C 
00020 C ROOF TOP UNIT 1 

00030 C 

00040 C FREEZE MODE 
00050 C 

00060 IF("0450_RT1A.FRZ" .EQ. OFF) THEN GOTO 130 

00070 SET(100,"0450_RT1A.CCV","0450_RT1A.HCV") 
00080 OFF("0450_RT1A.SS") 

00090 GOTO 300 

00100 C 
00110 C UNOCC MODE 
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00120 C 

00130 IF("0450_RT1A.OCC") THEN GOTO 200 
00140 SET(0,"0450_RT1A.CCV","0450_RT1A.HCV") 

00150 OFF("0450_RT1A.SS") 

00160 GOTO 300 
00170 C 

00180 C OCC MODE 

00190 C 
00200 ON("0450_RT1A.SS") 

00210 IF("0450_RT1A.SS" .EQ. PRFON) THEN GOTO 270 

00220 SET(0,"0450_RT1A.CCV","0450_RT1A.HCV") 
00230 GOTO 300 

00240 C 

00250 C TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
00260 C 

00270 LOOP(0,"0450_RT1A.RT",$LOC1,"0450_RT1A.RTSP",1000,20,0,1,50,0,100,0) 

00280 TABLE($LOC1,"0450_RT1A.HCV",0,100,50,0) 

00290 TABLE($LOC1,"0450_RT1A.CCV",50,0,100,100) 

00300 GOTO 10 

 
======================RTU 1B================================= 

00010 C 

00020 C ROOF TOP UNIT 1 
00030 C 

00040 C FREEZE MODE 

00050 C 
00060 IF("0450_RT1B.FRZ" .EQ. OFF) THEN GOTO 130 

00070 SET(100,"0450_RT1B.CCV","0450_RT1B.HCV") 
00080 OFF("0450_RT1B.SS") 

00090 GOTO 300 

00100 C 
00110 C UNOCC MODE 

00120 C 

00130 IF("0450_RT1B.OCC") THEN GOTO 200 
00140 SET(0,"0450_RT1B.CCV","0450_RT1B.HCV") 

00150 OFF("0450_RT1B.SS") 

00160 GOTO 300 
00170 C 

00180 C OCC MODE 

00190 C 
00200 ON("0450_RT1B.SS") 

00210 IF("0450_RT1B.SS" .EQ. PRFON) THEN GOTO 270 

00220 SET(0,"0450_RT1B.CCV","0450_RT1B.HCV") 
00230 GOTO 300 

00240 C 

00250 C TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
00260 C 

00270 LOOP(0,"0450_RT1B.RT","0450_RT1B.TLP","0450_RT1B.RTSP",1000,20,0,1,50,0,100,0) 

00280 TABLE("0450_RT1B.TLP","0450_RT1B.HCV",0,100,50,0) 
00290 TABLE("0450_RT1B.TLP","0450_RT1B.CCV",50,0,100,100) 

00300 GOTO 10 

======================RTU 1C================================= 
00010 C 

00020 C ROOF TOP UNIT 1 

00030 C 
00040 C FREEZE MODE 

00050 C 

00060 IF("0450_RT1C.FRZ" .EQ. OFF) THEN GOTO 130 
00070 SET(100,"0450_RT1C.CCV","0450_RT1C.HCV") 

00080 OFF("0450_RT1C.SS") 

00090 GOTO 300 
00100 C 

00110 C UNOCC MODE 

00120 C 
00130 IF("0450_RT1C.OCC") THEN GOTO 200 

00140 SET(0,"0450_RT1C.CCV","0450_RT1C.HCV") 
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00150 OFF("0450_RT1C.SS") 

00160 GOTO 300 
00170 C 

00180 C OCC MODE 

00190 C 
00200 ON("0450_RT1C.SS") 

00210 IF("0450_RT1C.SS" .EQ. PRFON) THEN GOTO 270 

00220 SET(0,"0450_RT1C.CCV","0450_RT1C.HCV") 
00230 GOTO 300 

00240 C 

00250 C TEMPERATURE CONTROL 
00260 C 

00270 LOOP(0,"0450_RT1C.RT",$LOC1,"0450_RT1C.RTSP",1000,20,0,1,50,0,100,0) 

00280 TABLE($LOC1,"0450_RT1C.HCV",0,100,50,0) 
00290 TABLE($LOC1,"0450_RT1C.CCV",50,0,100,100) 

00300 GOTO 10 

======================RTU 1D================================= 

00010 C 

00020 C ROOF TOP UNIT 1 

00030 C 
00040 C FREEZE MODE 

00050 C 

00060 IF("0450_RT1D.FRZ" .EQ. OFF) THEN GOTO 130 
00070 SET(100,"0450_RT1D.CCV","0450_RT1D.HCV") 

00080 OFF("0450_RT1D.SS") 

00090 GOTO 300 
00100 C 

00110 C UNOCC MODE 
00120 C 

00130 IF("0450_RT1D.OCC") THEN GOTO 200 

00140 SET(0,"0450_RT1D.CCV","0450_RT1D.HCV") 
00150 OFF("0450_RT1D.SS") 

00160 GOTO 300 

00170 C 
00180 C OCC MODE 

00190 C 

00200 ON("0450_RT1D.SS") 
00210 IF("0450_RT1D.SS" .EQ. PRFON) THEN GOTO 270 

00220 SET(0,"0450_RT1D.CCV","0450_RT1D.HCV") 

00230 GOTO 300 
00240 C 

00250 C TEMPERATURE CONTROL 

00260 C 
00270 LOOP(0,"0450_RT1D.RT",$LOC1,"0450_RT1D.RTSP",1000,20,0,1,50,0,100,0) 

00280 TABLE($LOC1,"0450_RT1D.HCV",0,100,50,0) 

00290 TABLE($LOC1,"0450_RT1D.CCV",50,0,100,100) 
00300 GOTO 10 

======================RTU Bakery Unit============================== 

00010 C 
00020 C ROOF TOP UNIT 1 

00030 C 

00040 C FREEZE MODE 
00050 C 

00060 IF("0450_RTBKRY.FRZ" .EQ. OFF) THEN GOTO 130 

00070 SET(100,"0450_RTBKRY.CCV","0450_RTBKRY.HCV") 
00080 OFF("0450_RTBKRY.SS") 

00090 GOTO 300 

00100 C 
00110 C UNOCC MODE 

00120 C 

00130 IF("0450_RTBKRY.OCC") THEN GOTO 200 
00140 SET(0,"0450_RTBKRY.CCV","0450_RTBKRY.HCV") 

00150 OFF("0450_RTBKRY.SS") 

00160 GOTO 300 
00170 C 

00180 C OCC MODE 
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00190 C 

00200 ON("0450_RTBKRY.SS") 
00210 IF("0450_RTBKRY.SS" .EQ. PRFON) THEN GOTO 270 

00220 SET(0,"0450_RTBKRY.CCV","0450_RTBKRY.HCV") 

00230 GOTO 300 
00240 C 

00250 C TEMPERATURE CONTROL 

00260 C 
00270 LOOP(0,"0450_RTBKRY.RT",$LOC1,"0450_RTBKRY.RTSP",1000,20,0,1,50,0,100,0) 

00280 TABLE($LOC1,"0450_RTBKRY.HCV",0,100,50,0) 

00290 TABLE($LOC1,"0450_RTBKRY.CCV",50,0,100,100) 
00300 GOTO 10 

 


